
HANUMAN
The Perfect Hero





Vāyu (Sanskrit वाय$) the 

Lord of the winds, also 
known as Vāta (वात), 

Pavana (पवन, the Purifier), 

and Prāṇa ((ाण, the breath).

“And the Ruach of Elohim moved upon the face of the waters.” 

- Gen 1:2

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanskrit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanskrit
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E0%A4%B5%E0%A4%BE%E0%A4%AF%E0%A5%81
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E0%A4%B5%E0%A4%BE%E0%A4%AF%E0%A5%81


BIRTH

Anjana: 

A vanara woman who was 
impregnated by Vayu.

Child born with a 
loincloth





Hanuman 

(Sanskrit) 

Hanu: ‘chin’ 

Mat: ‘possession’, and implicitly 

‘excellence’ or ‘superiority’,

Also called:

Maruti: “born of the wind”



POWERS

1). Anima - The ability to reduce his size.

2). Mahima - Ability to increase his size.

3). Laghima - The ability to become weightless.

4). Garima - Ability to increase weight.

5). Prapti - The ability to travel anywhere and acquire anything.

6). Parakamya - Irresistible will power.

7). Vastiva - Mastery over all creatures.

8). Isitva - Ability to become god like with the power to create and destroy.



EDUCATION

Surya 

(स+य, "the Supreme Light") 

Also known as Shiva and 

Vishnu



MARRIAGE

Hanuman & Suvarchala

 

...they that have wives 

be as though they had 

none...” - 1 Cr 7:29



Mangalam to Sri Hanuman,

Who is the consort of Suvarchala,

Who had four arms,

And who is the hero who rides

On a beam of light. - Hanumath Mangalashtakam



RAMAYANA



Ha: Brahma, Shiva, 
bliss, sky, water

Nu: worship, praise; 
or, “that which 
spiritizes”

Man: from manas, 
“mind”

HANUMAN

MEANING

http://www.hindupedia.com/en/Shiva
http://www.hindupedia.com/en/Shiva
http://www.hindupedia.com/en/Worship
http://www.hindupedia.com/en/Worship


MEANING

Maruti: “born of the wind”

Marut: (Sanskrit) "wind." A 

name of Vayu.

In the Vedas: the storm gods.

"...the Maruts have themselves 

glorified their greatness." - Vedas



SOUL IN HEBREW

Ruach: “wind” [Vayu]; thinking/emotional soul 

Neshemah: “breath”; spiritual soul

Nefesh: “throat, breath”; animal soul

“And the Jehovah Elohim formed Adam [of] the dust of the ground, and 

breathed into his nostrils the neshemah chai [breath of life]; and Adam 

became a nephesh chaiah [living soul].” - Genesis 2



“Come and see, when a man [manas] is born 

[again], he is given a Nefesh of the animal element 

from the side of purity, from those that are called 

the holy Wheels, namely from the world of Assiah. 

If he [the Master] gains further merit, he is given a 

Ruach from the aspect of the holy living creatures, 

namely from the world of Yetzirah. If he merits 

further, he is given a Neshamah from the part of 

the throne, namely from the world of Briah.” - 

Zohar





Kundalini

Kundabuffer



HASNAMUSS

“The Twice-born who does not reduce his Lunar Ego to cosmic dust 
converts himself into an abortion of the Cosmic Mother. He becomes a 
Marut, and there exist thousands of types of Maruts. Certain oriental 
sects and some Muslim tribes commit the lamentable error of 
rendering cult to all of those families of Maruts. Every Marut, every 
Hasnamuss, has in fact two personalities: one White and another 
Black (one Solar and another Lunar). The Innermost, the Being 
dressed with the Solar Electronic Bodies, is the White Personality of 
the Hasnamuss, and the pluralized “I” dressed with the Protoplasmic 
Lunar Bodies is the Hasnamuss’ Black Personality. Therefore, these 
Maruts have a double center of gravity.” - Samael Aun Weor



HASNAMUSS

1. mortal: the common 
person 

2. those with the Solar 
Astral body

3. those with the Solar 
Bodies created

4. fallen Angels 1

2 3

4



हा Ha: pain

अ$न asna: voracious, eating, 

consuming; stone

म'ष् mus: mouse, thief



QUALITIES

(1) Every kind of depravity, conscious as well as unconscious

(2) The feeling of self-satisfaction from leading others astray

(3) The irresistible inclination to destroy the existence of other breathing creatures

(4) The urge to become free from the necessity of actualizing the being-efforts 
demanded by Nature

(5) The attempt by every kind of artificiality to conceal from others what in their 
opinion are one’s physical defects

(6) The calm self-contentment in the use of what is not personally deserved

(7) The striving to be not what one is.


